
Aorangi Marae – RTB Request   |   Observations 

Mock up sketch for an anticipated, standard format layout for a Right Turn Bay: 

On the face of it, this looks achievable, but there are some a number of concerns regarding such a layout: 

Location Issue Level of concern 

Proximity to SH54 (Camerons 

Line) intersection 

Forced shortening of taper length below recommended minimum. 

Potential interference with NZTA controlled intersection. 
Major 

Marae entrance 

Potential for conflicting vehicle movement contrary to required, new RTB 

markings. 

This will likely confuse users as to driver intention and increase risk 

exposure. 

Major 

Marae Car Park 
Lateral shift of road to incorporate right turn bay will significantly reduce 

available space. 
Major 

Proximity of Rail Corridor 
Required lateral movement of traffic lane(s) to accommodate right turn 

bay limited to a Southward shift (away from the rail corridor). 
Major 

Car Park Access (South) 
Limited turning space caused by lateral shift of traffic lane(s) will 

adversely affect users from entering and exiting. 
Significant 

Rail Crossing location 
Provision of the required RTB markings will increase crossing time and 

risk for pedestrians using the adjacent rail crossing opposite the Marae. 
Significant 

Property Access 

Lateral shift of the traffic lane(s) to accommodate the RTB will reduce 

the width of pull off area into the adjacent property before reaching the 

boundary fence. 

Minor 

These concerns have been superimposed onto the aerial concept sketch (next page) for ease of reference:
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In addition to internal observations and concerns regarding such a layout, an informal review was sought from Waka Kotahi (New Zealand 

Transport Agency) regarding the concept.  This was sought for 2 reasons: 

a) Independent review at multiple stages of safety related projects (from concept to post construction stage) is considered best

practice

b) The project would necessitate interaction with Waka Kotahi’s owned and maintained intersection between Waughs Road (SH54)

and Camerons Line (SH54) and is therefore considered a significant stakeholder

Here are the Waka Kotahi Safety Engineer’s comments: 

From my quick cursory assessment, there are a number of issues and may be more effective solutions to solve to 
problems. 

First, the existing barrier systems has a dangerous end terminal (note – more than non-compliant). The “Fishtail” end 
can punch through a car window and do some serious damage to vehicle occupants. It is very marginally safer for a 
person behind the barrier (provided they are 1-2m from it when hit, and not hit by flying debris. There are good odds 
that driver hitting the barrier end will be a fatality. 

As to the point you raise: 

limitations due to the proximity to the SH54 intersection, 

• The proposal may interfere with any future alterations to the SH54 intersection and limit what is done in this 
space. The proposal may affect the existing merge lane performance for vehicles turning right from SH54. 

• The taper length is probably acceptable (its only 20m short and there relative traffic volume will be low). 

loss of width / usability to the parking area, 

• Again parking will be effected and compromised by the adjustment 

increasing pedestrian crossing exposure along from the adjacent rail crossing due to widening the road

• This would be of greater consequence. It also eliminates an area to pause between traffic lanes while crossing.

Fundamentally, the design compromises a lot of other things in the area (the ped crossing point, the intersection, the 
neighbour’s driveway and the thru traffic). The main thing to remember is that a RTB provides a bit of protection for 
turning vehicles from rear end strikes, But does very little to reduce the chance of a “right turn against” crash (driver 
turning right from the proposed bay, being struck in the drivers door from a through vehicle). This is one of the more 
harmful type of crashes and is really only lessened in harm through speed management. 

We are looking at some signage specifically for use at Marae, but I am not sure of progress, but it could be a potential 
suggestion to look into. 

In general, the Waka Kotahi Safety Engineer’s observations reflect our concerns with such an arrangement. 

In view of the above: 

Perhaps consideration could be given to utilising / upgrading an existing access and route to the Marae via Camerons Line, which would 

negate the need to turn right into the Marae car park from Waughs Road.  Instead, a left turn onto the property would be considered much 

safer for visiting community members.  There is also potential to increase parking capacity in this scenario, which could result in amending 

the existing parking area on Waughs Road into a self contained ‘overflow’ car park.  I attach a sketch on the next page to demonstrate this 

suggestion. 

In the meantime - if there is no appetite for the above suggestion - we will look to upgrade the road safety barrier (RSB) at the car park 

frontage on Waughs Road to the same position and arrangement as existing.
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